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Appendix I 
Maitreya's Madhyantavibhaga 
Laksana-pariccheda 

(The text is based upon Gadjin M. Nagao's edition, 
and retains the dialectical pecularities preserved in it.) 

Analysis of Characteristics 
(La~a"!4-pariccheda ) 

1. Abhuta-parikalpo 'sti dvayan tatra na vidyate, 
filnyata vidyate tv atra tasyam api sa vidyate. 

There is unfounded conceptualization. Therein no duality is evi
dent. However, emptiness is evident in that context. That (emp
tiness) is evident even in relation to itself. 

(MVBp.17.) 

The duality referred to here is (i) that which is to be grasped or is graspable 
(grahya) and (ii) the grasper (grahaka). Maitreya begins with the rejection of 
one of the primary epistemological assertions of the substantialist thinkers, 
namely, that every act of perception necessarily involves either a 

transcendental apperception or consciousness of self or a substantial object. 
With such an assertion of a self, the perception turns out to be something 
grasped and that something is independent of the grasper. There is here no 
denial of perception, but merely of the involvement of two independent 
metaphysical entities in producing such a perception. Vasubandhu is very 
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specific in his explanation of "emptiness. " It is related to the unfounded con
ceptualization (abhilta-parikalpa). The emptiness in the unfounded concep
tualization is the absence of the grasper and the grasped. It is, therefore, 
not an absolute emptiness. In fact, such an absoluteness is immediately re
jected in the last pada of the quatrain. 

Taking the unfounded conceptualization, where what is assumed to exist 
is not existent (yad yatra nasti) and, therefore, is empty of it (tat lena filnya17!) , 
one perceives it (i.e., the conceptualization) as it "has come to be" (yathlihhula"!). 
Whatever is left over (avaii!(Q"!) in that context, namely, conceptualization, 
that indeed is present (tat sad ihastl). This, undoubtedly, is the recognition 
of the inevitability of conceptualization in any act of knowing (i.e. pra
janana). It is a rejection of the view that the so-called emptiness is beyond 

any form of conceptualization. It is the· non-perverse (avipaffta) 
characteristic of emptiness. 

In other words, emptiness (iunyata) is a conceptualization (parikalpa) 

founded upon the perception of "the empty" (iunya). As such, it is not un
founded (abhilta), but founded on the stream of experience upon which no 
metaphysical subject or object is superimposed. 

It may be noted that parikalpa need not necessarily be imagination, for it 
is used synonymously with kalpa (see I.5, abhuta-kalpa). What makes it an 
imagination is the fact that it is abhuta (unfounded). Thus, both pan1alpa 
and kalpa can be translated as conception, and it turns out to be an imagina
tion only when that concept is assumed to be of something that belongs to 
someone, this latter being a "perfectly wanton assumption" Games, PP. I.274). 

In spite ofVasubandhu's above analysis, the most recent examination of 
this treatise begins with a basic pre-supposition that he recognizes two 
levels of reality: the phenomenal and the absolute (see Thomas A. 
Kochumuttom, A Buddhist Doctrine of Experience, p. 29), a supposition that is 
popular among most modern interpreters of Buddhism. For this reason, we 
propose to ignore all modern commentaries (except when it becomes 
necessary to point out continuing misinterpretations), both on Maitreya 
and Vasubandhu and analyse their treatment of the Buddhist notion of 
experience in the light of the tradition starting with the Buddha as pre
served in the early discourses where no such doctrine of two realities is to be 

found. 

2. Na SunyaTT} napi caSunyaTT} tasmiit sarvvaTT} vidhTyale, 
satvad asatvad satvac ca madhyama pratipac ca so,. 



MAITREYA'S MADHYANTA VIBHACA 

Being neither empty nor non-empty, everything is, therefore, 
defined in terms of existence, non-existence and existence. That 
itself is the middle path. 

(MVB p. 18.) 
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If there is any reality, it is not empty in the way the Sautrantikas explained 
emptiness, that is, as momentary destruction (kfa1}a-bhaitga). Nor is it non
empty in the manner in which the Sarvastivadins envisaged change and im
permanence, that is by assuming a permanent and eternal substance. The 
metaphysical speculations of these two schools created innumerable dif
ficulties for Buddhist discourse. Their forms of conceptualization left no 
room for the explanation of change and continuity. If something were to 
change, that change had to be absolute change. If something were to con
tinue, that continuity should be in terms of something that is permanent 
and eternal. 

While the metaphysics of permanence was adequately dealt with by the 
Buddha, as it was the predominant view of the Upanifads, the notion of 
momentary destruction (/qarJa-bhaizga) was unknown to him. Interestingly, 

in rejecting permanence, the Buddha did not resort to an equally meta
physical theory of momentary destruction. Even though he criticized the 

Upani~dic notions of existence (astitva) and identity (ekatva), as well as the 
materialist conception of non-existence (niistitva) and difference (niinatva), 
he did not insist upon a theory of momentary destruction either of phen
omena or of the experience of such phenomena. The Sautrantika failure to 
understand this position led them to a nihilistic view, compelling some of the 
later Buddhists, like the authors of the early Pr~iiiJiP7iramita literature, to adopt 
a discourse that is slightly different from that of the Buddha, yet retaining the 
spirit of the Buddha's doctrine of non-substantiality. Thus, Vasubandhu 
quotes the Prajft7ip7iramita statement: "All this is neither empty nor non
empty," as the motivation for Maitreya's explanation. In fact, the language 
utilized in the PrajiiJip7iramita is summarized here as "existence (sat), non
existence (asat) and existence (sat)." When reading this statement, one can
not ignore the constant refrain in the PrajiiJip7iramita, especially the Vajrac

chedika, (p. 36) which reads: 

"Personal existence, personal existence," as no personal ex
istence . . . that has been taught by the Tathagata. 
Therefore, it is called "personal existence!" 
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According to Vasubandhu, the first sat refers to the existence of the un
founded conceptualization (abhuta-parikalpa); asat implies the non-existence 
of the metaphysical twins (dvayasya, i.e., the graspable and the grasper). 
The second sat signifies the Buddha's own understanding of existence, 
namely, the middle path (madhyamli pratipat) of emptiness in relation to the 
unfounded conceptualization (abhutaparikalpe Su'!)'ataya). 

The first pair of sat and asat cancels each other, leaving the second sat. 
The first sat being an unfounded conceptualization, the second sat is 
regarded as a well-founded conceptualization (yathabhuta-parikalpa). This 
distinction would be made clear later on. Having explained what sort of ex
istence and non-existence are involved in the unfounded conceptualiza
tions, Maitreya proceeds to examine its "own characteristics" (svala/ga1!a). 

3. Artha-satvatma-vy'napti-pratibhasam prajayate, 
vijftanaTT} nasti casyarthas tad abhavat tad apy asat. 

Consciousness arises reflecting the object, being, self and concept. 
However, its object does not exist. Because that [object] does not ex
ist, that [i.e., the perceiving consciousness] too is non-existent. 

(MVBpp.18-19.) 

Why certain conceptualizations are unfounded (abhuta) is explained in this 
verse. They are assumed to have their own characteristics (svalalqa,!a) 
which are not founded in experience. Four such conceptualizations are 
mentioned: 

artha (real self-existing object), 
ii sattva (real self-existing being), 
iii atma (real self-existing self), and 
IV vijftapti (ultimately real concepts). 

None of them, in truth, are self-existing entities. (i) The experience that 
appears (pratibhasate) in the form of material elements give rise to the ap
pearance of a real object (artha) that exists independent of experience. (ii) 
The appearance of a real being (sattva) is occasioned by the existence of the 
five sensory faculties on the basis of which a real distinction is made be
tween one's own stream of existence (sva-sQTT}tana) and that of another (para

saTT}tQna). It is interesting to note that Vasubandhu utilizes the five sensory 
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faculties, instead of the sixth (i.e., the mind) to identify one's own per
sonality and that of another. This may be taken to imply that the sharp 
dichotomy between oneself and another is generally made on the basis of 
the perception of the physical personality, rather than the psychic per
sonality. (iii) The appearance of self (atma) is the activity of the defUed 
mind (kli~(aTT} manaIJ). It is the mind defUed by self-love, self-esteem, etc. 
(see Tn'TT}s 6) that gives rise to the unfounded conceptualization relating to a 
metaphysical self existing independently of the flux of experience. (iv) 
Finally, all the concepts (vy'iiaptl) are based upon the six types of con
sciousness (~a!vY·iiananl). However, they do not represent any substantial 
objects existing independently. 

Thus, what is denied is not any and every form of consciousness. 
Vasubandhu's commentary makes this very clear. The denial pertains to 
four types of entities envisaged. In the absence of four such graspable ob
jects (grahyasyarthasya), the grasping consciousness (grahakaTT} vijiianaTT}) that 
is supposed to perceive such entities, namely, the exaggerated function of 
manas, also becomes meaningless. 

4. AbhutaparikalpatvaTTJ siddham asya bhavaty ataIJ, 
na tatha sarvvatha 'bhavat tat qayan muktir iVate 

Such is the manner in which its [i.e., the concept's] unfounded 
nature comes to be established. Because such absence is not univer
sal, through its cessation release is expected. 

(MVBp.19.) 

The unfounded conceptualizations do occur, giving rise to false impres
sions about the existence of metaphysical entities. Yet such unfounded con
ceptualizations are not universal phenomena, for if they were to be univer
sal, then, as Vasubandhu insists, there would be "mere illusion" (bhranti

matra). If all conceptualizations are unfounded, there would be no way in 
which one can attain release. It is only through the waning of unfounded 
conceptualizations that one can attain release. 

This is a clear recognition of the fact that a person who has attained 
freedom (nirvrta) can continue to perceive and conceptualize without having 
to fall away from freedom. He can not only have experience, but also can 
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engage in intellectual activity without being involved in any notion of self 
or other, grasper and the graspable. He does not use a different kind of 
language. While utilizing the same language, he refrains from all 
metaphysical involvements or assumptions. 

5. Kalpital} paratantrai ca pariniiPanna eva ca, 
arth7id abhutakalp7ic ca dvay7ibh7iv7ic ca deiital}. 

The conceptualized, the dependent and also the achieved are 
spoken of in relation to the real object, the unfounded concep
tualization and the absence of the twofold [respectively). 

(MVBp.19.) 

Vasubandhu takes kalpita as parikalpita, distinguishing it from 
abhutaparikalpa. What is conceptualized is the object. Unless it is assumed 
that all conceptualizations are false, which would contradict the statement 
in the previous verse, it is possible to recognize that a concept is a transla
tion of the thought relating to the object and, therefore, its nature. 
However, when unjustified assertions are made, as in the case of the 
"psychologist's fallacy," (see section on "Selfless Sel!,,), the nature of the ob
ject as the thought disappears, making it the object of thought. The thought 
thus becomes the cognizer of the object. This, in its turn, leads to a further 
complication. 

When thought becomes the cognizer oj the object, the object could be in
dependent of the thought. But thought itself changes and, even if the unity 
of the object is preserved by its independence, there is no unity on the part 
of the thought that is supposed to cognize it. This function of uniting the 
thought or thoughts is performed by the so-called self, adding one more 
metaphysical entity to the one that was previously posited, namely, the ob
ject. For the Buddhist psychologist, the parikalpita, through the assumption 
of an independent object (which makes it an abhutaparikalpa), leads to the 
assertion of an equally independent subject, and the thought process that is 
dependently arisen (paratantra) thus produces a doubly unfounded concep
tualization. The absence of the conceptualization of a metaphysical object 
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(grahya) and an equally metaphysical subject (grahaka) constitutes the 
achievement or accomplishment in freedom (parini~panna). 

This is an explanation of how the unfounded conceptualization (abhuta
parikalpa) , whose own nature (svalalqa,!a) was examined previously, comes 
to be treated under the three natures. These are not mutually distinct natures, 
but merely the manner in which the stream of experience comes to be 
dichotomized and trichotomized contributing to unfounded conceptualizations. 

6. Upalabdhi17! samafritya nopalabdhi~ prajayate, 
nopalabdhi17! samlifritya nopalabdhi~ prajayate. 

Perception does not necessarily arise depending upon perception. 
Perception does not necessarily arise depending upon non
perception. 

(MVBp.20.) 

Upalabdhi can mean "perception" in the sense of "grasping of an object." 
Whether it means perception or grasping, the argument presented here is 
that our perception or grasping does not necessarily imply the independent 
existence of an object that is perceived or grasped. There is always the 
possibility of perceiving or grasping after what is non-existent (asat). 
However, if the latter possibility is universalized, one can easily end up 
with the view that all perceptions are mere illusions (bhranti-mlitra). 
Vasubandhu had already rejected such a position (p. 19). For this reason, 
perception does not necessarily depend upon non-perception. 

Vasubandhu's explanation makes this point very clear. "Depending upon 
the perception of or grasping after what is a mere concept (vy'napti-mlitra), 
the perception of an object can arise." It means that where there is a mere 
conceptualization one can assume the existence of an independent object. 
However, "depending upon the non-perception of the object, there is the 

non-perception of the mere concept," (arthanupalabdhiTTJ samlifn'tya vijiiap
timlitrasyapy anupalabdhir jayate). This means that "mere concept" cannot oc
cur unless there is an experience of an object, even though the belief in a 
substantial object can arise depending upon a "mere concept." 
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7. Upalabdhes tata4 siddha nopalabdhi-svabhavata, 
tasmac ca samata jfteya nopalambhopalambhayol). 

Of the perception so established, there is no perceptual self-nature. 
Through this the similarity of perception and non-perception 
should be known. 

(MVBp.20.) 

The most important aspect of perceptual experience that is highlighted by 
the previous analysis is dependence. Maitreya is, therefore, insisting that 
the experience so established possesses no self-nature or substance 
(svabhava). Perceptual experience translated into conceptualization can be 
either founded (bhuta) or unfounded (abhuta). The common denominator is 
that they are both concepts (vijnapti-matra) conditioned by various factors, 
hence empty of any substance. 

8. Abhutaparikalpai ca citta-caittas tridhatukal), 
tatrartha-du#r vijftanaTl'} tad viie~e tu caitasal). 

The unfounded conceptualization as well as thought and elements of 
thought belong to the three spheres. Herein, the perception of the 
object is consciousness, and its distinctions constitute the elements of 
thought. 

(MVBp.20.) 

Kochumuttom takes both citta (thought) and caitta (elements of thought) as 
being "the imagination of the unreal" (abhutaparikalpa) (p. 64). This would 
contradict everything that has been said in MV 1.6-7. Neither Maitreya 
nor Vasubandhu are drawing any such implication. Even though Vasuban
dhu, in introducing this section, says: "Now the varigated character of the 
unfounded conceptualization is explained," (tasyaivedli nTm abhutaparikalpasya 
prabheda-lalqa1}aTIJ khyapayatl) , this should not be taken to mean that both 
citta and caittas are necessarily unfounded conceptualizations. If they are to 
be taken as such, then his explanation of I. 5 which is preceded by a similar 
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statement: abhutaparikalpaysa ... saTTJgraha-laIqa~aTTJ khyapayati, would 
make both paratantra and parinifpanna varieties of abhutaparikalpa. 

Furthermore, citta is here defined as vy'iiana, and to consider it as an 
abhutaparikalpa would be to undermine the very foundation of the 
psychology he was attempting to explicate. It is one thing to assume that a 
variety of unfounded conceptualizations can occur in relation to citta and 
caittas, and completely another to maintain that citta and caitta are unfounded 
conceptualizations. Indeed, it is the transcendentalist Sthiramati who reads 

ca as tu (MVB p. 20, note 5) and identifies the abhutaparikalpa with citta and 
caittas. As pointed out by Maitreya himself, it is not impossible for someone 
to interpret a perception (upalabdhl) or thought (citta) in a metaphysical way. 
That does not mean that it is the only way. 

Vy'iilina is defined as the perception of "mere object" (artha-miitra), i.e., an 
object without any substantial existence (svabhava). The distinction (viSe~a) 
relating to that "mere object" gives rise to the elements of thought (caitta) 

and these are further defined as sensation, etc. 
The recognition of varieties of thought (citta) represented by the elements 

of thought (caitta) need not be unfounded (abhiita), so long as they are not 
distinguished in an absolute way (see section on "Perception"). Thought 
and its elements become metaphysical when they are analysed into ex
clusive categories, the former representing the container and the latter the 
contained. However, thought considered as the stream or the flux and 
elements as the fluctuations can constitute a non-substantialist explanation 
of the stream of experience. It is only the search for an Absolute that could 
render all forms of distinction meaningless, whether they be metaphysical 
or non-metaphysical. 

9. EkaTTJ pratyaya-vij'iianaTTJ dvitfyam aupabhogikaTTJJ 
upabhoga-pariccheda-prerakiis tatra caitasa~. 

One is consciousness that serves as condition. The second represents 
the function of enjoyment. Therein, the functions of enjoyment, 

determination and motivation are the elements of thought. 

(MVBp.21.) 

Citta and caittas are not independent entities. Nor are they comparable to 
the two birds referred to in the Upani~ads (see section on "Indian 
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Background"), one representing the eternal and permanent self with no 
function, and the other enjoying the fruit. Citta is not known without the 
caittas and the caittas are not known without the citta. Citta, as mentioned 
earlier, is the stream of experience with flights and perchings. Hence 
Vasubandhu identifies it with alaya-vy·nana. The caittas are specific activities 
(pravrttl) that occur in the alaya-vy'nana such as sensation, perception and 
dispositions (MVB p. 21, compare TriTT}i 3, satlii sparia-manaskara-vit-saTT}jna
cetana nvitaTT} ) . 

Sthiramati's interpretation of the nature of the causal process in this con
text reintroduces the metaphysics that Vasubandhu abandoned when he re
nounced his Sautrantika leanings. Neither the alaya-viJnana nor the various 
elements operative there imply any causation where momentary succession 
is involved (MVBT 1.10). Kochumuttom's explanation of this verse based 
upon Sthiramati seems completely inappropriate (see section on 
"Psychology in the Yogacara"). 

10. Chadanad ropanac caiva nayanat saTT}parigrahat, 
pilra,!at tn'-paricchedlid upabhogac ca kar~a,!at. 

11. nibandhanad abhimukhyad dul}khanat kliiyate jagat, 
tredha dvedha ca saTT}kleial} saptadha 'bhiltakalpanat. 

Through the functions of concealing, implanting, leading, receiv
ing, fulfilling, trichotomizing, enjoying and attracting, through 
binding, confronting and suffering the universe is defiled. As a 
result of unfounded conceptualizations arise the threefold, twofold 
and sevenfold defilements. 

(MVB p. 21) 

These represent an explanation of the twelvefold factors constituting the 
human personality as it continues to wander along from existence to ex
istence. Interestingly, instead of the normal twelve factors, we have a 
description of the functions relating to each factor, and how the so-called 
universe (jagat) comes to be defiled as a result of such activity. This being an 
explanation of the normal life process, it is also the alaya-vijnana with the 
operation of the various transformations that produce bondage. the 
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twofold, threefold and sevenfold defUing tendencies that emerge in this life 
process are the results of unfounded conceptualization (abhuta-parikalpa), 
namely, the recognition of real objects and self. 

12. Lalqa,!aTTJ catha paryayas tad artho bheda eva ca, 
sadhanaTTJ ceti vijneyaTTJ iUnyatayal} samlisatal}. 

The characteristic, synonym, meaning, variety and establishment 
of emptiness should be known in brief. 

(MVB, p. 22.) 

Maitreya here proposes five aspects through which emptiness could be pro
perly understood. 

13. Dvayabhavo hy abhavasya bhavaQ iUnyasya lalqa,!aTTJ, 
na bhavo napi cabhaval} na Prthaktvaika-lalqa'!aTTJ. 

The absence of the [metaphysical] duo is indeed the nature of non
existence, the characteristic of emptiness. It is neither existence nor 
non-existence. Neither has it the characteristic of difference nor of 
identity. 

(MVBpp.22-23.) 

As at 1-2, Maitreya was emphasizing the fact that emptiness is not spoken 
of in a vacuum. It is merely the denial of the metaphysical object and its 

perceiving self. Even though emptiness implies the absence of the meta
physical entities, it could be interpreted as "pure emptiness or negation." 

Such an interpretation is countered by Maitreya when he insists that it is 
neither pure existence nor pure non-existence. 

Vasubandhu takes up for elaboration the statement that emptiness is 
neither difference nor identity. If there were to be difference, then one has 
to recognize "the nature of the elements of existence" (dharmata) as being 
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different from the elements of existence (dharma). This is not appropriate 
because such natures as impermanence and unsatisfactoriness are not 
found independently of things that are impermanent and unsatisfactory. 
The universal is not independent of the particular. If there were to be iden
tity, there could not be knowledge pertaining to purity, for that knowledge 
would be identical with defiled knowledge. Furthermore, even the univer
sal would not be evident, as it would be identical with the particular. 

Vasubandhu utilizes a phrase employed by Nagarjuna in order to reject 
the metaphysics of identity and difference, namely, tattvanyatva (Karik'll XX-
11.8), implying that this is an explanation free from the metaphysical 
notions of "difference or change of identity." 

14. Tathata bhuta-ko#s canimittaTT} paramarthata, 
dharmma-dhatus ca paryayal] fUnyatayal] samasatalJ. 

In brief, suchness, the limit of existence, absence of a mysterious 
cause, ultimate fruit and the constitution of elements are synonyms 
for emptiness. 

(MVBp.23.) 

This verse undoubtedly would enthuse the Absolutist to read all his ideas 
into the philosphical and psychological speculations of Maitreya and 

Vasubandhu, and from there to the Buddha himself. In many ways, it is 
comparable to Nagarjuna's statement at Karika XVIII.9 which, when analysed 

independent of the Buddha's discourse to Kacdiyana (S 2.16-17), provided 
a way of reading the metaphysics of Absolutism in Nagarjuna's phil
osophy. Our reading of Nagarjuna's statement in the light of the Buddha's 
discourse has, in fact, enabled us to present Nagarjuna as a non
Absolutist and a non-substantialist who faithfully followed his teacher, the 
Buddha (of the Nikayas and the Agamas) without being led by his 
Brahmanical counterparts. The same can be done with the present verse 
of Maitreya and Vasubandhu's commentary upon it. Maitreya's definition 
of each one of these synonyms that appear in the following verse can be 
traced back to early Buddhism. 
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15. Ananyatha 'viparyasa-tan-nirodh7irya-gocarai~, 
hetutvac carya-dharmmli,!a~ paryayartho yathakrama~. 

Not otherwise, non-perverse, cessation of it [i.e., nimitta), being the 
sphere of the noble ones, the cause of the noble doctrine - such, 
respectively, are the meaning of the synonyms. 

(MVB pp. 23-24.) 
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Keeping in mind that these are five synonyms for emptiness which was 
defined earlier as "the absence of metaphysical entities" and not pure nega
tion, it is possible to trace all these concepts in the teaching of early Bud
dhism. 

Tathata: This term occurs for the first time in the Buddha's discourse on 
"Conditions" (Paccaya, S 2.25). It appears in that context along with three 
other terms: avitathata, anaiiiiathata, and idappaccayata, to explain the causal 
process. Thus, Maitreya's synonym for tathata as ananyatha reflects the Bud
dha's own anaiiiiathata. The significance of the four characteristics in the 
Buddha's discourse have been discussed in my Causality (pp. 91-94). In that 
context, the term tathata was understood as "objectivity" primarily because, 
in the Upanifads causality or dependent arising had no reality, being com
pletely subordinated to the permanent and immutable ultimate reality, the 
atman. Causality was a mere imagination on the part of the ignorant, with 
no objectivity at all. Explaining this in terms of the metaphysic of ex
perience, the U pani~dic thinkers perceived whatever causal process that 
exists involving change as representing the empirical self, the bird enjoying 
the fruit, in contrast to the pure and "do-nothing" eternal self. The Buddha, 
on the contrary, made this empirical self, and along with it the stream of ex
perience, the reality (see section on "Selfless SelF). As such, he considered 
causality as more than a mere mental construct, or according to the ter
minology of Maitreya and Vasubandhu, more than a "mere unfounded 
conceptualization" (abhutaparikalpa-mlitra). While it is true that experience 

reveals an objective reality, it is not possible to go beyond that experience 
and assume that this causal process is permanent and eternal. Hence, the 
Buddha confined himself to what is already given in experience as a means 
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to the understanding of the future. This is clearly indicated by the Buddha 

when he confined the experience of causality to the past and present saying: 
"This causal status has remained" (S 2. 25, ~hita va sa dhatu; MKV p. 40 
sthitaivaisa dharrriO.,!aTTJ dharmata) , and proceeded to recognize its future 
validity on the basis of conceptualization or inference. Thus, not being en
thusiastic in defining it as a permanent and eternal process, he utilized the 
negative terms avitathatli (lit. not-different-such-ness, or not-otherwise-ness, 
hence "necessity") and anannathat7i (Sk. ananyatha, lit. not-other-wise, imply
ing "invariability"). The Buddha seems to have been well aware of the fact 
that moving from the effect to the cause empirically, one can have a better 
chance of asserting necessity or invariability. However, proceeding from 
the cause to the effect, that is, in the attempt to predict the effect, one has to 
be satisfied with sufficiency (cp. Donald Davidson, The Logic of Grammar, 
Encino, California: Dickinson Publishing Company, 1975, pp. 250-251). 
This latter aspect is clearly expressed by the term idappaccayat7i. As such, 

Vasubandhu's use of the term ni~a (eternal) should be taken rather 
cautiously as he himself suggests, i.e., "taking it in the sense of such" (tatha 
eveti krtva) implying constancy. 

Bhuta-ko~i: The above understanding of tathata leads us directly to the con
ception of bhuta-ko~i, sometimes referred to as bhuta-tathata. The important 
part of this compound is bhuta, which is a past participle like sthita or ~hita 
discussed above. If experience is confined to what is given in the so-called 
"specious present," then there is a limit (ko~l) and this limit should not be 
transgressed when making knowledge-claims. The belief in a permanent 
and independent object and an eternal self transcends such limits of ex
perience and is, therefore, negated by emptiness (funyat7i). Thus, bhUta-ko(i 
turns out to be not only a synonym, but a clear explanation of sunyat7i. 

Maitreya's explanation of bhuta-ko~i as aviparyasa is prompted by the 
statements of both the Buddha and Nagarjuna. For the Buddha, the belief in 
permanence (nzcca) where there is impermanence (anicca) is a perversion 
(vipal/lisa, A 2.52). Similarly for Nagarjuna, the grasping after permanence 

in the impermanent is a perversion (Karika XXIII. 13, ani~e ni~am i~ eva"! 
yadi graho viparyaya~). 

Animitta: This is sometimes interpreted to mean the absence of the object in 
experience, an idea that is supportive of the Absolutist claim regarding a 
transcendental consciousness free from subject-object duality. Sometimes it 
is rendered as "signless" (see section on "Emotions and the Foundation of 
the Moral Life") or as "never admitting a cause" (Kochumuttom, p. 75). 
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This would mean that filnyaUi, for which animitta is suggested as a synonym, 
represents an uncaused, unconditioned and, therefore, absolute reality. 
These interpretations have no basis in the teachings of the Buddha. As ex
plained earlier, the term nimitta has a very specific meaning in the context 
of early Buddhism. That meaning is compatible with the philosophical 
speculation of Nagarjuna, as well as the psychological reflections of 
Maitreya and Vasubandhu. Nimitta is that hidden something (kiiici, kiTT}cit), a 
substance or a mysterious cause one looks for "having perceived an object 
with the sense organ" (e.g. cakkhuna rilpaTT} disva). Indeed, here there is no 
denial of anyone of the perceivable objects of sense, but only of a 
mysterious substance or cause behind such experience of the object. Animitta 
is, therefore, a negation of a substantial entity, which is also the function of 
emptiness (filnyaUi). 

Paramartha: Without doubt this is the most significant term in Buddhism 
that enabled that Absolutist to confirm his belief in an "ultimate reality" 
which he attributes to the Buddha. Our analysis of the contexts in which the 
term occurs in the early discourses as well as in Nagarjuna's treatise has 
already brought out its moral sense, rather than a metaphysical implication 
(see Introduction to N7igarfuna. The Philosophy oj the Middle Way). 
Paramartha as the "ultimate fruit" is what serves as the sphere of the noble 
wisdom (arya·:jiiana), contrasted with that of the ignoble wisdom (anarya
fiiana) that makes a person an individualist (Prthagjana). The relation of 
paramartha to emptiness consists of the fact that this ultimate fruit is the 
result of not adhering to an absolute moral law thereby relinquishing one's 
own happiness as well as the happiness of the others. In other words, 
paramartha is empty of any absoluteness. 

Dharma-dhatu: Like many other conceptions discussed above, this too has 
received the same metaphysical interpretation at the hands of modern 
scholars. In the eyes of the Absolutist, it represents the source of the 
universe, comparable to the atman of the Brahmanical thinkers or the tao of 
the Taoists. However, for the Buddha, it was "dependent arising" (pa(ic
casamuppadtl), sometimes referred to simply as dhiitu or more specifically as 

dhamma~~hitaUi or dhammaniyamaUi, providing a foundation for the ultimate 
fruit of nibbana (see section on "Psychology of Freedom"). Hence, 
Maitreya's and Vasubandhu's explanation of it as the cause of the "noble 
way of life" (arya-dharma-hetutva). It is not the source of everything, but only 
of the noble life, i. e., the moral life that contributes to the happiness of 
oneself and others. The fact that these five concepts can be interpreted in 
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terms of the Buddha's own teaching, instead of depending upon the 
metaphysics of the Brahmanical thinkers, of some of the Taoists, or of some 
modern interpreters, leaves us with the strong encouragement that, like 
Nagarjuna, both Maitreya and Vasubandhu are true disciples of the Buddha. 

16. SaTTJkilif~a ca viiuddha ca samal7i nirmal7i ca sa, 
abdhatu-kanakakaia-iuddhivac chuddhir ivate. 

It is defiled as well as pure, tainted and free from taint. The purity 
intended is like the purity of the element of light, gold or space. 

(MVBp.24.) 

This is an extremely important notion in Buddhist psychology treated with 
utmost care in the early discourses as well as in Nagarjuna. The 
Lankavatara as well as the commentaries of Buddhaghosa (as explained in 
the sections on "Rational Psychology," and "Transcendental Psychology in 
the Laitkavatara") seem to have produced a metaphysical monster out of this 
notion by formulating it as an "originally pure thought" (prakrti-prabhasvara
citta, or pakati-mano). Both Maitreya and Vasubandhu seem to be avoiding 
this notion of original purity. They also have realized that such a notion of 
original purity was made necessary by an equally metaphysical analysis 
that leaves absolute difference (Prthaktva, see MV 1.3) requiring the concep
tion of absolute identity as a means of connecting up such differences. The 
originally pure mind thus turns out to be no more than a substance that 
provides a unity to the discrete sense impressions. 

In the context of such a metaphysical notion of difference, both Maitreya 
and Vasubandhu are compelled to raise the question as to how a defiled 
phenomenon (in the present case, iurryata) becomes purified; how a tainted 
phenomenon becomes free from taint. The question that is merely implied 
in Maitreya is openly raised by Vasubandhu. "If something were to be tain
ed and subsequently become taintless, how is it that it [taintlessnessJ, being 
of the nature of change, remains constant?" In other words, a freed person 
can fall away from his freedom or a purified mind can once again become 
defiled. 

In the present work, it was pointed out that without going back to ab
solute origins, the Buddha explained thought as being luminous, even 
though not absolutely pure, and how it is continuously defiled by adven
titious defilements (agantukehi upakkilesehi upakkiliUhaTTJ). The term "adven-
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titious" (agantuka) is used, not in the sense of an absolute alien, but defIling 
tendencies within and which are inspired by objects of experience. For ex
ample, desire (kama) or aversion (dosa) are not necessary parts of experience 
or thought whereas pleasant and unpleasant sensations are. The pleasant 
and unpleasant sensations generated by things in the world are not 
necessarily defilements in the same way as desire and aversion are. It is, in
deed, the waning of the latter that constitutes freedom and purity. The 
change of nature (svabhlivanyatva), according to Vasubandhu, is the disap
pearance of such un-necessary taints (agantuka-malapagamana). 

17. Bhoktr-bhojana-tad-deha-prati~~hli-vastu-sunyata, 

lac ca yena yathli drf~aTIJ yad arthaTIJ tasya Sunyata. 

Emptiness is of the enjoyer, the enjoyed, that personality, that sup
port and that object. Emptiness is also of that by which it is perceived 
as such and the fruit of that perception. 

(MVB pp. 24-25.) 

Before commenting on Maitreya's statement, Vasubandhu lists sixteen 

varieties of emptiness. Emptiness pertains to: 

subjectivity, 

2 objectivity, 

3 subjectivity-objectivity, 

4 the universal, 

5 emptiness, 
6 ultimate fruit, 
7 the dispositionally conditioned, 
8 the dispositionally unconditioned, 

9 the pervasive, 
10 the beginningless, 

11 the formless, 
12 the primordial nature, 

13 the characteristics, 
14 all things, 
15 non-existence, and 
16 the nature of non-existence. 
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The first three may be taken as a reference to the emptiness of perceptual 
experience; 4 and 5 include conceptual thinking; 6-8 relate to the moral 
life; 9-13 pertain to specific metaphysical issues; 14 represents an assertion 
of the non-substantiality of all phenomena; while 15 and 16 are intended to 
eliminate the possible assertion of a negation as representing a substantial 
entity. 

After listing these different forms of emptiness, Vasubandhu proceeds to 
identify the types of emptiness referred to by Maitreya. Bhoktr-sunyata is the 
emptiness relating to the six internal spheres, namely, eye, ear, nose, 
tongue, body and mind. These are faculties that function without being 

"agents of enjoyment" (bhoker). Nagarjuna's treatment of indriya clearly 
demonstrated that though experience takes place depending upon sense 
organ and sense object (Karika 111.7), it would not be appropriate to 
assume the existence either of an agent or of a mysterious capacity within 
them that produces sense experience, as the scholastics did. As pointed out 
in the present work, there is no need to look for a mysterious substance 
(nimitta) when an object is perceived through the eye (cakkhuna rupaTTJ disva). 
Bhojana-funyqtli represents the similar absence of metaphysical causes in the 
objects so perceived, that is, the six external spheres (bahyani ayatanani). 
These consist of material form, sound, smell, taste, tangibles and concepts. 

The psychophysical personality (Sanra) that serves as the foundation for 
the beliefs in "the agent as well as the object of enjoyment" (bhoktr-bhojana) is 
equally empty. Vasubandhu identifies this with that he previously called 
the emptiness of both subjectivity and objectivity (adhyatma-bahirdhii). The 

external world (bhajana-loka) that serves as the objective support (prati~~ha 
vastu) is rather pervasive (vistir11a); hence emptiness becomes pervasive or 
great (maha-sunyatli). 

The subjective sense spheres (adhyatmika-ayatana), etc. are perceived as 
"the empty" (SunyaTTJ). Knowledge of it is the knowledge of emptiness 
(Sunyatli-jiiana). However, the knowledge of emptiness could provide room 
for the belief that the content of that knowledge, namely, "emptiness," is 
itself substantial. The emptiness of emptiness (funyata-funyata) is intended 
to eliminate such a belief. 

The realization that everything is empty is said to contribute to the 
ultimate fruit of the moral life. The career of a bodhisattva is directed toward 
the attainment of that ultimate fruit. However, the recognition of a fruit 
also can give the wrong impression that, in contrast to all other changing 
phenomena in the world, the bodhisattva is able to achieve something (kiTTJcit) 
that is permanent and eternal. The paramartha-funyata is, therefore, intend
ed to abandon any transcendentalist or absolutist notion of the ultimate 
fruit. 
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The question naturally arises in the ordinary person as to the purpose of 
leading a moral life if it were not to bring about a fruit that is not totally dif
ferent from the fruits of ordinary life characterized by emptiness. If the so
called ultimate fruit is also empty, what incentive is there to lead a moral 
life? Maitreya's answer is embodied in the verse that follows. 

18. Subha-dvayasya prapty artharTJ sadii satva-hitaya ca, 

sa11JSaratyajanarthafi ca kuialasyalqayaya ca. 

For the purpose of attaining the two forms of the auspicious, and 
also for the sake of the everlasting welfare of beings, for the purpose 

of not abandoning the life-process as well as for the sake of the non

cessation of the good, 

19. Gotrasya ca visuddhy arthaTTJ la/qa1}Q-vyafijanaptaye, 
suddhaye buddha-dharmmlif!aTTJ bodhisatva~ prapadyate. 

For the purity of lineage and also for the attainment of noble 

qualities and attributes, and [finally] for maintaining the purity of 
the Buddha's teachings - does a bodhisattva conduct himself. 

(MVBpp.25-26.) 

Maitreya sets up a sevenfold goal for the bodhisattva: 

1. The two types of the auspicious (Subha) consists of ( a) the 
conventional forms of good, referred to by Nagarjuna as 
vyavahara (Karika XVII.24; XXIV. 10), which Vasubandhu 
defines as the good that is dispositionally conditioned 
(saTTJskrta-kusala) , and (b) the ultimate form of good, com
parable to the "ultimate fruit" (paramartha) , defined by 
Vasubandhu as the "dispositionally unconditioned good" 
(asaTTJskrta-kuiala). These are the conventional notions of 
good as well as the ultimate moral ideal. 

2. The twofold auspicious activities mentioned above con
tribute to the lasting happiness of beings. The absence of 
any specific reference to "the welfare of others" (para-hita) is 
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significant. Maitreya is not inculcating a life of self
immolation. It is a life devoted to the welfare of beings (satt
va), oneself not excluded. 

3. Sa17jsiira, if understood as the life-process, is not one to be 
abandoned. The metaphysical notions of sa17jsiira and 
nirvii1)ll resulting from the metaphysics of the scholastics 
were explained in our analysis of Nagarjuna's famous 
chapter on "The Examination of Freedom" (Nirvii1)ll
pafl/qii, Kiirikii XXV). Concluding the chapter on "Bon
dage and Release" (Bandhana-mo/qa-paflk~ii), Nagarjuna 
argued: 

"Wherein there is neither the attribution of freedom nor the 
elimination of the life-process, what is it that is 
discriminated as life-process or freedom." 

Attribution of freedom (nirvii1)ll-samiiropa) and the elimina
tion of the life-process (saTT}sarapakar~a1J4) are the results of 
metaphysical assertions regarding bondage and freedom 
(Kiirikii XVI. 10). Avoiding such metaphysics where sa17jsiira 
and nirvii1)ll come to be considered totally different ex
istences, a bodhisattva need not think of eliminating sa17jsiira. 

4. The non-cessation of good (kuialasyii/qaya) takes the 
nihilistic sting out of the conception of "freedom without 
substrate" (nirupiidise~a-nirvii1)ll). Buddhism recognizes the 
inevitability of death, even of a person who is freed. The 
search for an eternal life on the part of ordinary man was 
responsible for various questions that he raises regarding a 
freed one after death (tathiigato parammara'}1i). The Buddha 
left such questions unanswered. Yet, sooner or later, even 
among the Buddhists, the question as to what happens to a 
freed one after death continued to be raised. Popular 
Mahayana came up with two solutions, both of which con
tradict the Buddha's own standpoint. The first is for the 
bodhisattva to abandon the hope of attaining freedom 
(nirvii1)ll) until he was able to help every human being to the 
other shore. This is contradicted by the Buddha's own way 
of life, as well as by some of his statements (Dh 158). The 
second is the idea that a Tathiigata never dies, and that his 
parinirvii1)ll is a mere illusion. This, of course, is not justified 
by what can be read in the Mahii-parinibbiina-suttanta. 

Vasubandhu, commenting upon "the non-cessation of 
good" provides a more appropriate solution when he says 
that the good achieved by the bodhisattva is neither 
dissipated nor abandoned even if he were to attain nirvii1)ll 
without substrate. In other words, the moral impact of such 
a person does not cease with his death. If the dharma-kiiya 
means no more than this "moral scent that pervades even 
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among the gods" (Dh 54, 56), the bodhisattva need not have 
any hesitation to attain freedom. Even though it is per
vasive, it is not a substantial entity; hence Vasubandhu's 
attempt to explain it as being empty. 

5. The purity of lineage (gotrasya vifuddhz) is not intended to 
justify the purity of a particular caste or race, but of 
humanity. Rebirth (punarbhava) being recognized as a 
distinct possibility, a person who has not attained freedom 
could be reborn. In order to improve one's personality in a 
future life, it would be necessary to see that no evil aspect of 
one's personality is carried over to the next. Even Nagar
juna had no difficulty recognizing the possibility of survival 
when he claimed that "of all the actions, whether similar or 
dissimilar, belonging to certain realms, only one would 
arise at the moment of birth [of a being]," (Karika 
XVII. 17). It is the need to maintain the purity of that sur
viving thought that is emphasised by Maitreya. 

6. The attainment of noble qualities and attributes 
(lalqaT!a-vyanjanaptaye) include the thirty-two marks of a 
great person (maha-puTUfa) as well as the minor attributes 
sometimes counted as eighty (aszryanuvyanjana). The Lak
kha1JQ-suttanta of the Digha-nikaya (3.142-179) provides the 
earliest source for the doctrine of qualities and attributes. 
The theme emphasized there is that these qualities and at
tributes, even though physical in nature, are the results of 
leading a morally good life in the past. It is indeed an in
centive to follow the moral life. 

7. Finally, one of the most important aspects of a bodhisattvds 
career consists in perpetuating the purity of the Buddha's 
teachings, instead of allowing it to degenerate into a system 
of futile metaphysics. 

20. Pudgalasyatha dharmm7iT!am abhava,4 sunyata 'tra hz~ 
tad abha vasya sadbha vas tasmin sa silnyata 'para. 

Herein the absence of the person as well as elements is, indeed, the 
emptiness. Another form of emptiness pertains to the presence of 

that non-existence in that context. 

(MVBp.26.) 

169 

As stated earlier, the negation could turn out to be absolute if it is left un
qualified. Non-existence can replace existence and this non-existence 
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would be considered ultimately real. In order to eliminate such a concep
tualization, Maitreya is insisting that emptiness applies even to the 
presence of that absence. In other words, neither existence nor non
existence should be conceived as absolutes. Thus non-absolutism is 
highlighted by the doctrine of emptiness. 

21. SaTTJklifta ced bhaven nasau mukt7i4 syu4 sarvva-dehina4, 
visuddha ced bhaven nasau vyayamo nz~phalo bhavet. 

If this were not defiled, then in the case of all human beings, these 
will remain liberated. If this were not purified, then effort would be 
rendered fruitless. 

(MVBpp.26-27.) 

The pronoun asau refers to "emptiness" (Silnyata). MV 1.16 mentioned a 
twofold emptiness: the defiled and the purified. However, a substantialist 
explanation would imply that they are naturally or inherently (svabhavata4) 
defiled and purified. Maitreya did not want to convey any such impression 
when he spoke of the two types of emptiness. If it is naturally purified and 
the adventitious defilements have no influence whatsoever on it, then that 
emptiness would remain pure and liberated in the case of all beings. If it is 
not purified, then it can never be purified and any effort in that direction 
would be in vain. This indeed is an argument that Nagarjuna himself ad
duced against any substantialist notion of enlightenment or non
enlightenment (Karika XXIV.32). Like Nagarjuna's, Maitreya's argument 
is a deadly weapon against the assumption of an "inherently pure thought 
or enlightenment." 

22. Na klif~a napi vaklif~a suddha 'Suddha na caiva sa, 
prabhasvaratvac cittasya kleiasyagantukatvata4. 

It is neither defiled nor non-defiled, neither purified nor non
purified because of the luminosity of thought and the adven

titiousness of the defilements. 

(MVBp.27.) 
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This is a rather brave attempt on the part of Maitreya to resurrect the Bud
dha's interpretation of purity and impurity. The Lailkavat7ira fell into the 
substantialist trap in prefixing the term prakrti to the phrase prabhasvara
citta, thus giving the impression that thought is by nature pure and that it is 
defIled by adventitious elements. Thought in such a context is not different 
from the atman of the Brahmanical thinkers. Maitreya seems to be implying 
that luminosity need not be confused with purity. It merely represents the 
amenability of thought to refinement, unlike the gross and rough matter 
that is the source of the experience of resistence (pa~igha-samphassa). Any 
thought of its original purity will involve speculation relating to the in
conceivable beginning of things. Malleable thought is easily defIled as a 
result of the sense data that continue to impress upon it. As explained 
earlier (see section on "Emotion and the Foundation of the Moral Life"), 
human emotion that can easily convert itself to a defIlement is not a mere 
response of the human organism to external stimulation. It represents the 
bodily changes that follow directly the perception of the exciting fact and 
our feeling of the same changes as they occur. With this, the adven
titiousness (agantukatva) is better explained. 


